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ED IT ORIAL D E PA R T M EN T

NOTE

Du ri ng the la st two ye a rs we ha v e b een he a ri ng a g rea t d ea l
about price - fixing. However, the emphasis has been not on
how the individual producer might determine his price but on
how an industry might regu late price -fixing in such a way as
to eliminate destru ctive price- cutting. Possibly this interest in
price- fixing, in the rela tion of costs to prices, a nd in the na tu re
of destru ctive competition has led ma ny bu siness firms to review
their pricing policies and practices and discover shortcomings
therein. Pricing can never become a matter of mathematical
precision, but properly conceived principles and methods can
help considerably.
In t his issu e we a re pu b lish ing two articles dea ling with different angles of the pricing problem. Ou r first a rticle dea ls with
the cottonseed industry where the prices of the finished products a re esta blished in the ma rk et a nd da ily price qu otations a re
available. T he problem in this indu str y is one of fixing a price
for the ra w material, cottonseed, on the basis of the ma rk et
price of the finished products and the qu ality of the cottonseed
purchased. Ou r second a rticle tr ea ts of the procedu re followed
by the au thor's firm in estimating the price to be charged for
a special order.
T he au thor of our first article is K. Y. Siddall, who after
gra du a ting from the University of Cincinnati in 1925 with the
degree of Commercial Engineer, went with the Emery Candle
Co. in their Sales Promotion Depa rtment. Fro m he re he went
to the Procter & Ga mble Co. to a ssist in orga niz ing a nd directing the insta lla tion of a cost system a nd depa rtment in its chief
subsidiary, the Buckeye Cotton Oil Co. La ter on he enga ged
in other cost wo rk for the Procter & Ga mble Co., and for the
la st three years has occu pied the position of Ma na ger of the Cost
Depa rtment embracing responsibility for the entire cost personnel and records in a ll the Compa ny's fa ctories and mills.
Eu gene R. Nevins is the au thor of our second article, on
"Esti ma tin g the Special Order." Mr. Nevins is a gradua te of
Pa ce Institute of New York City and has been associated in
a ccou ntin g work with Corne ll a nd Underhill of New Y ork City
and America n Schaeffer and Budenberg, Brook lyn. For the
past five years he has been connected with Consolidated Ashcroft Ha ncock Company, Bridgeport, Conn., as Assista nt Work s
Accounta nt.
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DETE RM I NIN G TH E P URC H ASE PR ICE O F
COTTONSEED
By K. Y. Siddall, Manager, Cost Department,
The Procter & Gamble Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
not so long ago a waste and a nuisance, now
COTTONSEED,
yields basic materials and by- products used in almost every
scheme of modern industrial and agricultural enterprise.
It is a far cry from 1857 when the State of Mississippi penalized
gin owners for dumping cottonseed in waterways and imposed other
fines for allowing it to accumulate near towns, or even 188o when
it sold as low as $4 a ton, to this day when its yearly farm value
is approximately 150 million dollars.
Based on the average of past few years, the cottonseed products
produced annually are 1 / billion pounds of oil, 4/ billion pounds
of meal, 2 / billion pounds of hulls and / billion pounds of lint.
The people financially interested in this exclusively southern industry like to talk about cottonseed as "The World's Richest Seed"
and an examination of the hundreds of uses of cottonseed product
derivatives may well convince one that this statement is based more
on fact than fiction.
You have undoubtedly all seen, either when in the South or at
the movies, cotton being picked in the fields by the negro families.
After the picking it is loaded into wagons and taken to a gin.
On some of the larger plantations the gin will belong to the plantation owner but usually the gin is operated by a separate individual
who may have his own capital or may be backed financially by an
oil mill. These wagons are all practically the same size and hold
approximately 1,400 pounds of seed cotton, that is, cotton with the
seed still in it. Each wagon load is handled individually at the gin
by being run completely through the process, the cotton baled and
the seed collected in a special bin. This 1,400 lbs. of seed cotton
will produce a 5oo-lb. bale of cotton and goo lbs. of seed. The
farmer is then privileged to haul away this bale of cotton and his
seed unless he elects to sell either one or both to the ginner, who
usually acts as the agent for a cotton buyer and an oil mill, but may
buy for his own account as a speculator.
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Let us assume for the purpose of an example that Mr. Farmer
takes his seed back to his barn and collects 25 tons which is enough
to ship in a railroad car to an oil mill. He calls a mill and asks for
a bid on his seed. The question then arises —how does the mill
manager know what to pay Mr. Farmer for his seed?
There is not now and there never has been a satisfactory market
reporting service on cottonseed for the industry as a whole. Practically all important agricultural products except cottonseed are
bought and sold under systems providing currently, through exchanges, adequate and dependable public information about competitive values. Moreover, in most cases, raw materials prices are
based on competitive trading in a few large centralized markets.
Cottonseed prices, however, are determined locally. Each and
every cottonseed mill, (there are Soo now operating) regardless of
size or location, is at all times actually or potentially a price- maker.
So the cost accountant enters the scene to tell the mill manager
how much to bid on Mr. Farmer's seed. In simple language, the
mill can afford to pay the farmer what it can obtain for the products on their resale, less the actual costs of operation, transportation to the mill, and profit desired. There are, therefore, two major
problems confronting the accountant: first, how much of each
product can be obtained and what is the resale price of each?
Second, how much does it cost to operate the mill?
The Manufacturing Processes
The first problem involves a study of the manufacturing
processes and the manner of their accounting. The item of price
of sales can be obtained daily from the sales department and used
in figuring the value of the seed. The sales department is then
responsible for selling the products at the quoted price given. If
unable to do this it should then reflect in a sales loss.
Cottonseed is received at the mills in railway cars and trucks,
sampled, unloaded and stored in large tanks or houses until ready
for the crushing operation. The first manufacturing step is that of
cleaning the seed of all the dirt and trash. After cleaning, the seed
passes through an automatic dump scale into the lint room where
they go through an operation similar to ginning and the lint is removed. This is removed in two operations so that the first -cut,
long grade can be separated from the second -cut, shorter fibers
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which are darker. The two cuts of lint obtained in this room are
then baled in a manner similar to cotton and weighed for the daily
production. The delinted seed is dropped to the huller room where
revolving knives cut the seed, and in passing over a shaker the
meat and hulls are separated. The hulls are then blown over to the
storage house after being weighed through an automatic dump
scale. The meats are conveyed to the press room where they are
moistened to the proper degree, rolled to reduce to a flake form
and cooked in order to help break down the oil and meal protein
cells. The cooked meats are placed in hydraulic presses and the oil
is extracted by the pressure process. This extracted oil is weighed
in scale tanks and pumped to large storage tanks awaiting shipment.
The residue left in the presses, which is known as cake, is then
ground and mixed with the proper amount of bran (a non - ammonia
bearing cottonseed product) to produce the desired ammonia in the
finished meal. This meal is run through bolters to insure the
proper size of grain and then weighed in even weight bags on automatic scales.
Please note by the foregoing that the seed has been reduced to its
component parts and weights obtained at the point and time of production. It is the duty of the chief accountant to go through the
mill each day, reading scales, gauges, etc., at the time when the mill
is brought to a standstill for this purpose. As oil mill operation is
a continuous process, the mill must be in the same condition each
day at inventory time, that is, the presses must be up and drained,
the linter chutes full, shakers empty, and overflows showing in
the various bins which are used as indicators to show that the mill
is ready for inventory.
Typical uses of the products are:
Cottonseed Oil
Refined Oils —Foods —Salad and Cooking Oils— Mayonnaise
Shortening
Fatty Acids for Soap
Glycerin
Pitch
Illuminating Oil
Vegetable Stearine
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Cottonseed Cake and Meal
Food Products
Livestock Feed
Fertilizer
Cottonseed Linters
Rayon
Batting
Felt
Lacquers
Varnishes and Enamels
Cellophane
Bakelite
Collodion
Containers
Fabrics
Films
Paper
Plastics
Surgical Dressings
Yarn
Cottonseed Hulls
Livestock Feed
Basis for Explosives
Fertilizer
Packing and stuffing
Pressed Paper
Battery Boxes
Yield and Adjustment To Basis
The production of an oil mill is always spoken of in terms of the
yield of each product from one ton of cottonseed. From the
weights obtained by daily inventories can be determined the yields
but they must be corrected to a comparable basis. Cottonseed is
received in the mill with varying contents of dirt, moisture and free
fatty acid. Rules adopted by the National Association of Cottonseed Crushers have said that cottonseed containing i% dirt, I2°7o
moisture, and not over 1.8% free fatty acid are basis cottonseed.
It would be natural, then, to reduce the cottonseed going through
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the mill to a prime basis on the ledgers so that the yields when
calculated will be on that level and therefore can be compared to
yields from other seed at other mills.
A laboratory is maintained at each mill to give the accountant
the chemical analysis at each desired point and to give the manufacturing superintendent necessary control analyses. Seed is analyzed at the time of receipt for dirt, moisture and free fatty acid,
and at the time it passes through the automatic dump scales into
the mills is analyzed for dirt and moisture. By simple arithmetic
it is an easy matter to convert the seed receipt figure and the "seed
to mill" figure to a common denominator so that it can be determined whether or not there has been a loss or gain in the storage
account. By going a step farther, the resulting products can be
divided by the prime basis of seed to mill, to obtain the yield of oil,
meal, lint, and hulls per ton of basis seed crushed that day. There
is naturally a difference between the resulting weights as compared
to the seed -to -mill weight. This difference is divided into two parts
by maintaining a moisture balance in and out which gives a moisture loss and, therefore, the remaining portion of the difference is
the unknown or milling loss in process. Ledgers should be balanced
daily, weekly and monthly, and the proper reports made to the seed
buying offices so that they can have available at all times the latest
up -to -date information concerning the respective yields of the seed
being crushed. The oil and ammonia content of cottonseed varies
according to the season, the weather, the kind of seed planted and
the ground on which the crop is grown. It is, therefore, very important that the seed buying organizations know exactly what kind
of seed they are receiving currently.

Operating Costs
Now comes the second major problem. How much does it cost
to operate? The system used to calculate this is, of course, influenced by the manner in which the resulting information is used.
The manager asks for a total cost per ton to operate his unit. The
superintendent asks for salary, direct wage, indirect labor, and material costs per ton on each step of his operation. The home office
management asks for an apportionment to each mill of its share per
ton of the overhead departments supervising all mills. Please note
that everyone wants a cost per ton' of seed crushed and therein lies
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the secret of simplified oil mill accounting. No attempt is made to
apportion either raw material or expense costs to the individual
products. It is considered that the individual products cost the resale value used in building up the seed price to pay Mr. Farmer.
With this situation before the accountant he is free to direct his
efforts toward obtaining a very detailed and exact cost of each
manufacturing and overhead step which will lend itself to a natural
division of expenses, and at the same time give the three responsible department heads at each mill data for proper control of their
expenditures. The mill manager must know what his seed buying
organization spends for salaries, traveling expenses, long- distance
telephone, telegraph, etc. The superintendent needs detail on each
manufacturing and chemical process. The office manager requires
information on the expenses of running the office. While I do not
want to bring budgeting into this discussion, I might state that it
is the usual practice to have every expense item of the mill budgeted
a year in advance.
The actual accounts are lined up in three distinct divisions:
First, Local Buying Expenses. This includes salaries and the various expenses of the local buying organization and office. Second,
Overhead. This includes local overhead items peculiar to the one
mill and the distributed general office expenses for those departments devoting part or all time to the mills. Third, Manufacturing.
This includes both direct and overhead manufacturing expenses.
The direct manufacturing expenses are apportioned according to
the process departments responsible but no distribution of overhead
is made to these departments. It is not necessary to list the individual expense accounts as they are common to practically all
manufacturing plants.
Freight on Cottonseed
There is one item in the expense of the cottonseed industry
which might be of interest due to the peculiar manner in which it
is handled. This item is freight. Freight to the oil miller is very
important. Several years ago the companies operating large mills
in terminal centers banded together and applied to the railroads
for lower inbound freight rates. The basis for this claim was the
increasing encroachment of the small press country mills upon the
big mills' source of supply. The country mills were able to pay
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higher prices because they drew their seed from such small territories and could transport it cheaply by trucks. The terminal mills
were forced to go out over large territories to get the necessary
tonnage, and the price which they could pay the farmer was lowered
by the high freight rates. It was pointed out to the railroads that
the terminal mills must have rates which would allow them to
compete or else give up the ghost. The railroads agreed that the
plea was justified and offered a modified milling -in- transit arrangement. The ordinary milling -in- transit agreement provides for
full payment of an inbound rate and the payment of a much lower
than standard outbound rate when the processed material is shipped
on to the consumer over the same road. The cottonseed arrange ment finally agreed upon provided for the full payment of the inbound rate, full payment of the outbound when the products were
shipped, but simultaneously with this outbound full payment a rebate or cut back to the oil miller of from 25% to 5oofo of the previous inbound payment. This arrangement works individually by
railroads so that rebates on inbound tonnage can be obtained only
when the products are shipped over the same line. Because there
is a known loss in oil mill operations, the railroads only allow the
rebate on 93'70 of the inbound tonnage when i 0 0 % of the products
are shipped. In other words, the mill receiving ioo tons over the
ABC line can only ship 93 tons of products out over the ABC upon
which the rebate on the inbound will be paid. The oil mill, therefore, pays the full standard inbound rate on the other 7 tons. If
the oil mills knew that the seed they received would be proportioned
properly in comparison with the shipments, then in all cases they
could figure the inbound freight rate at 770 of the standard rate
Plus 93% of the cut back rate. This situation will probably never
exist, however, as the inbound tonnage may be all out of proportion
to the outbound shipments by individual railroads. The rate situation is handled in the accounts by calculating from experience and
known facts concerning each year's crop just what the rebate will
probably be.
The accountant is now ready to do a little figuring and tell the
manager what to bid on Mr. Farmer's cottonseed. It is necessary
to digress at this point a little to tell you something about the
methods used in settling for seed. It has only been a matter of the
last few years that there have been definite bases on which to grade
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seed received. Prior to that time all seed was purchased on an
"as is" basis whether it had i°fo dirt or 5 17o dirt. It was common
practice at that time for the ginner to clean the seed cotton going
through the gin but to run the dirt back into the seed instead of out
on the ground. This is now prevented by laws which prohibit the
running of the dirt back into the seed.
The National Cottonseed Products Association in collaboration
with the government has developed a very excellent set of rules
for settlement in the purchase of cottonseed. All the larger companies are attempting to buy seed according to these rules. It is
quite another thing, however, to do this universally because the
southern farmer is not quick to change his ways and likes to know
what he is going to get for his ton of cottonseed without having
the possibility of a deduction made after the seed is received and
analyzed. Below are quotations from these rules so that you can
see how very definite they are. The Quantity and Quality indices
are defined as follows:
RULE S OF T HE NAT I ONAL COT T ONS E E D PROD UCT S
ASSOCIAT ION
Rule ¢o
Basis Cottonseed, Quantity Index and ,Grade
Section z. Basis Cottonseed shall have a grade of ioo.o, or
shall conform to the following analysis or its equivalent: 18.50 o
total oil, 3.5% total ammonia, not to exceed 1 % foreign matter,
1 2 % moisture, and 1.8% free fatty acids in the oil in the seed at
time of delivery. They shall be untreated by either chemical or
mechanical process other than the ordinary processes of cleaning,
drying, ginning and such sterilization as may be required in defined
districts by the United States Department of Agriculture for quarantine purposes, and shall be cool.
Section z. All quotations for cottonseed shall be made on Basis
Cottonseed f.o.b. shipping point and all purchases shall be settled
for in accordance with the grade and clean seed weight of the shipment at destination as determined from samples analyzed for oil,
for ammonia, for moisture, for foreign matter and for free fatty
acids.
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Section 3. The Quantity Index of cottonseed which analyze
not less than 179'0 oil shall be determined from the following
equation:
(4 x % oi l) + (6 x ofo ammonia) + 5 — Quantity Index
Section 4. The Quantity Index of cottonseed which analyze less
than 177fooil shall be determined from the following equations:
(5 x % oi l) + (6 x ofo ammonia) — 1 2 a Quantity Index
Section 5. The grade of cottonseed shall be found by multiplying the Quantity Index by the Quality Index and shall be reported as the nearest whole number without fractions.
Rule r¢o.
Section r. Quality Index. When cotton seed delivered on a
basis contract contain in excess of info foreign matter, the clean
seed weight is to be determined by deducting from the weight of
the shipment the weight of all foreign matter in excess of info
found in the seed by test. Settlement, including grade premiums
or discounts, shall be computed on this clean seed weight.
Freight or other delivery expense on weight for foreign matter
in excess of zfoshall be paid by the seller by deduction in the
settlement.
Section 2. Superior Quality cottonseed. Cottonseed that contain less than /°fo foreign matter, more than 8 7 o but less than
io7o moisture and less than / of i % free fatty acids in the oil in
the seed shall be known as Superior Quality Cottonseed, and shall
have a Quality Index of ioz %.
Section 3- Prime Quality Cottonseed. Cottonseed that contain
not to exceed 39'0 foreign matter, 1 2 % moisture and i.8ofo free
fatty acids in the oil in the seed shall be known as Prime Quality
Cottonseed and shall have a Quality Index of i 0 0 % .
Section ¢. Inferior Quality Cottonseed. Cottonseed that contain foreign matter, moisture, and free fatty acids in the oil in the
seed in excess of the percentages shown in prime seed, or, are
seed from seed cotton that has been processed in a boll breaker or
other device for preparing bollies for ginning, shall be known as
Inferior Quality Cottonseed and the Quality Index of such cotton
seed shall be found by reducing the Quality Index of Prime Quality Cottonseed as follows:
(a ) Not to exceed five - tenths of a unit for each o.i% of free
fatty acids in the oil in the seed in excess of i.8ofo ; provided that
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this reduction shall not exceed 50 units of the Quality Index of
Prime Quality Cottonseed.
(b) Not to exceed one unit for each one per cent of foreign
matter in excess of 3%.
(c) Not to exceed one unit for each one per cent of moisture
in excess of 12 %.
(d) Not to exceed eight units when the cottonseed has been
processed as bollies before ginning.
Section
Off Quality Cottonseed. Cottonseed that have been
treated by either mechanical process other than the usual cleaning,
drying, and ginning (except such sterilization as may be required
by the United States Department of Agriculture for quarantine
purposes) or that are received hot or fermented, or that upon
analysis are found to contain more than 25% foreign matter, or
more than 35% moisture, or more than 40 77° combined moisture
and foreign matter, shall be known as Off Quality Cottonseed and
may be rejected.
Examples of Grade Determinations
Example No. z. Analysis as follows: 18.5 070 oil, 3.5007° ammonia, 0.5% foreign matter, 9.o% moisture, i.6 67o free fatty acids.
(4 x 18.5) + ( 6 x 3.50 ) + 5 = loo Quantity Index
Prime Quality Index 1 o 0fo
l 0 0 % of
looequals loo or Grade loo.
Example No. 2 Analysis as follows: 18.5°70 oil, 3.5oo7o ammonia, 5.4% foreign matter, 14.3% moisture, 2.0076 free fatty
acids.
(4 x 18.5) + (6 x 3.50 ) + 5 = loo Quantity Index
P r i m e Q u a l i t y I n d e x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1oo.o 07o
Off on For e i g n M a t t e r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2-476
Off on Moisture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.3olo
Off on Fr ee Fa t t y Ac i ds . . . . . . . . . . . . . I.o,
7o
5.7°70
94.3%
94-3/o of looequals 94.3 or grade 94.
Example No. 3. Analysis as follows: 18.5 07o oil, 3.5076 ammonia, 0.4% foreign matter, 9.o 07o moisture, 0.4% free fatty acids.
(4 x 18.5) + ( 6 x 3.50 ) + 5 = loo Quantity Index
Superior Quality Index 102 67o
I027o of loo equals 102 or Grade 102.
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Example No. 4. Analysis as follows: 16.5% 0 oil, 4.257o ammonia, 4.3% 7 foreign matter, 7.07o moisture, 2.5°70 free fatty acids,
accepted as Bolly seed.
(5 x 16.5) + (6 x 4.25) — 12 — 96.o Quanity Index
P r i m e Q u a l i t y I n d e x . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.070
Off on F or ei g n Ma t t e r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.3% 0
Off on F r ee Fa t t y A ci d s . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.5% 0
O f f o n B o l l i e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.070
12.870
87.270
87.5°70 of 96 equals 93.7 or Grade 84.
%o

Example No. 5. Analysis as follows: 20.7770 oil, 3.84 ammonia, 3.070 foreign matter, 12.070 moisture, 1.9% free fatty acids.
(4 x 20.7) + (6 x 3.84) + 5 = 110.8 Quantity Index
Pr i m e Qu a l i t y I n d ex . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100.0%
O ff on F r e e F a t t y A c i d s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.5%
99.5
99.5% of

110.8

equals 110.2 or Grade

%0

110.

If the mill managers were able to get the farmers to sell seed to
be settled for on the above basis, it would be a great help toward
simplifying cottonseed accounting. A great majority of the farmers, however, still insist on selling seed on what is known as an
"as is" basis. This means that the mill will not be able to base the
settlement on the grade of the seed received and therefore must
be able to quote the farmer a price which will be representative of
the seed that it expects to receive. Naturally, if this seed is bad
they want to quote a low price, or if it is good we want to give him
as much as he is due. Accordingly, two values are built up; one
to use in quoting for basis seed and one to use in quoting for "as is"
seed. By using the mill yields on a prime seed basis and knowing
the analysis of the seed being received, these yields can be converted to an "as is" basis. By applying the sales value of products
there is built up a total value of the seed to the mill. Subtracting
operating costs from this figure gives the price to pay. This applies
only on "as is" seed. The mill should then be willing to pay the
farmer who is going to sell on a graded basis the same price minus
any deductions which will be made later when the seed is received,
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Routine

Office

or plus any premium which will be paid him later on settlement.
To get this deduction or premium it is a simple matter to work
back from the "as is" yield to determine the total oil and ammonia
available and to calculate the quantity and quality indices on the
seed.
Most of the mills work in a territory so small that the seed all
over the mill territory will be approximately the same. There are
cases, however in the Mississippi Valley where the mill will have to
figure a value for seed along the Delta and seed back in the hill
country. Because of the high oil- bearing meats and the long staple
lint in the Delta seed, it is necessary to give them a higher price
than for that grown in the hill territory. It is not an uncommon
occurrence for a storm or heavy rain in one section of any mill territory to badly damage the seed and therefore necessitate an entirely different price set -up as against the unaffected portion.

The manager now has the value of the seed, the cost of operation,
and all he needs to do is to deduct the transportation cost from the
particular station on which he is bidding and then quote the farmer
that price. Let us assume that the farmer in this case is an up -todate one and accepts the basis bid knowing that the seed will be
analyzed when received and he will be paid in accordance with the
accredited rules of the National Cottonseed Products Association.
The office routine which follows Mr. Farmer's acceptance of the
price is as follows: A confirmation of the purchase is mailed to
him and also used as the purchase voucher for posting the statistical information as to quantity and price on the ledger account of
the farmer. The ledger accounts of an oil mill are far more than
simple dollar debit and credit accounts. They show complete information on quantities, freight rates, loan data, etc.
At the end of the day a total is run on all the purchases of that
day. The total tons and average price of each class of seed bought
is telegraphed to the central headquarters. At headquarters this
information from the individual mills is grouped together and one
report made to the interested executives. The general office converts (on paper) the tons purchased into products and gives the
general sales department a daily report showing its net status (long
or short position) on each product at each mill. This is carried in
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price as well as quantity, so that the sales department can tell what
it must sell its long position for in order to break even or make a
desired profit. Daily sales reports from the mills and the general
sales are used in connection with this work.
Nothing more can now be done until Mr. Farmer sends in a bill
of lading showing that he has shipped the car. Upon receipt of the
bill of lading the office makes up a specially designed railroad scale
beam ticket, showing the information previously placed in the
statistical section of the ledger. The beam ticket passes successively to the yard foreman for the recording of the weights and to
the chemist for the analysis. When it returns to the office it has a
complete record of all details in connection with the settlement to
be made. The actual settlement calculations are then made and an
account sale showing all details is written up t o be sen t to the
farmer with his check and copy of the scale beam ticket.
The next step is to compare the actual quantity received and
price paid against the quantity and price reported to the general
office at time of purchase. This is done by means of a special form
used to list the reported vs. the actual and a total net difference plus
or minus calculated. This adjustment is added or subtracted to the
current day's reported purchases so that the total reported to date
is constantly being corrected for actual receipts.
The other phases of accounting such as sales, capital accounts,
balance sheets, etc., offer no particular points peculiar to the industry so will not be discussed at this time.
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E S T I M A T I N G T HE SP E C I A L O RD E R
By Eugene R. Nevins, Assistant Works Accountant,
Consolidated Ashcroft Hancock Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
HE cost accountant is often called upon to prepare, or to have
11 prepared under his supervision, an estimate of the cost of the
multiple phases of his business. My paper is to deal with the specific problem of estimating the cost of a special job or product to
fill the needs or satisfy the demands of a customer.
Customers in most lines, particularly in the instrument, valve
and gauge industry, have their own ideas as to exactly what is
needed for their special job. Where the standard product does not
fully meet the requirements of a given condition, providing a special product makes necessary a departure from more or less
straight -line production. Usually standard products may be manufactured more economically and yield the manufacturer a greater
margin of profit. The first thought of the sales department should
be, therefore, to sell the customer a standard product. From the
viewpoint of the cost accountant this is ideal, but the sales department does not take readily to it. They are not to be blamed. The
fact of the matter is that there probably is a competitor only too
willing to submit prices on the specialty. Business being what it
is, there remains but one thing to do and that is to prepare an
estimate.
There are many different ways of preparing estimates. No system will ever guarantee that an estimate is the figure at which an
article can or will be made. The only guarantee will be a scientific
approach to the matter. Strict accuracy, of course, will not always
be obtained, but the more accurate the details of the estimate, the
more accurate will be the total. It should be borne in mind that
the sum total of knowledge of all of the men in an organization
is greater than the knowledge of any one man. This leads to the
premise that estimates should be compiled from the knowledge of
all rather than just the estimator's.
Several years ago, in our company, we were faced with the problem of estimating on a considerable number of special orders. We
were not always able to tie in with the estimated cost figures, the
actual performance in the shop. It was finally decided that what
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was needed was a report coordinating the sales, cost and planning
departments. Accordingly, there was drawn up what we are pleased
to call our Cost Report and Analysis Form. A copy is attached
at the end of this article labeled Exhibit i.
The form is issued from the sales department in triplicate. It
is sent first to the cost department. Here it is read and the necessary procedure is determined. It is then forwarded to the planning
department to have the engineering details worked out. They enter
upon the reverse side of their copy, the specifications for the order.
Some parts will be standard and some will be special. In addition,
they prepare rough sketches of the special parts and detail any
pattern requirements.
The preparing of an estimated labor and material cost for a
part can often times be done most accurately. What can be overlooked is the cost of tools and patterns. Planning departments
should make every effort to incorporate standard parts or modified standard parts so that standard patterns and tools may be
utilized. Patterns and tools are invariably expensive and it is here
that large savings can be effected.
At this point should be considered the question of whether or
not any patterns and tools needed will be used only for the particular inquiry or if there will be repeat orders. What a question l The
sales department with their eternal optimism, will say that this is
but a part of many orders to follow. Experience tells us that nothing is permanent. Patterns and tools should be the best that can
be made at the lowest cost for the quantity of production involved.
In most instances it will be found that if a repeat business develops,
better pattern equipment and more economical tools can be made
for subsequent orders.
The type of pattern equipment is an important factor in the cost
of producing castings. A rough calculation should be made to
determine if single, gated or plated patterns are to be used. This
calculation should be on the basis of the cost of the patterns, plus
the molding cost in each case. In this connection, care should be
taken in estimating costs in the foundry to make allowance for the
type of pattern equipment decided on.
Tools, of course, are absolutely necessary in the modern industrial plant. Tools are not cheap —that is, not good tools —but the
amount which may be expended for tools to produce a specialty is
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limited. After all, the cost for the most part is going to be charged
to the customer. Inasmuch as he is not going to get them he will
not, in the ordinary business deal, want to pay much for them, particularly as they will be hidden in the cost of the product and not
visible. Some industries show the cost of tools as a distinct item.
This cannot always be done.
The methods study department should establish the routings for
the special parts, determine the tools to be made and estimate the
cost of the same. In our own organization, the methods department functions under the supervision of the master mechanic.
Where studies of functions have been made, it will be found quite
easy to estimate the cost of operations. Most organizations are
not as advanced in their time study department as they might be.
This, of course, is a handicap in general endeavors as well as in the
specialized function of estimating. It has been found advantageous
to prepare routings and estimates of labor costs in detail on a
separate sheet rather than on the planning department copy of
the estimate.
The drafting department should now prepare an estimate of the
cost of making the several drawings which will be necessary. The
making of simple drawings rather than elaborate ones should be
considered. There should be an understanding with the sales department that an assembly drawing may not be needed, and the
customer will not be furnished with one. This is sometimes a
hard point to get across as customers seem to expect the right to
secure a copy of the drawing with what they will be furnished. If
the tendency is for the customer to insist on this, then an allowance must be made.
The cost department can now summarize the costs. It should
secure from the cost records the cost of the standard parts and
estimate the material cost of new parts. The purchasing department should be consulted with reference to the probable cost of
material and the securing of prices for special items which may
be purchased outright. In this connection it may be advisable
to secure guaranteed prices in the face of a rising market. If
this cannot be done, the quotation to the customer must be qualified
accordingly.
The cost department is faced with a problem not readily solved
when adding the burden costs to the material and labor costs. In
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fact, no burden problem was ever solved completely. For the
most part the application of burden is an arithmetical calculation. It remains for succeeding accountants to determine more
accurate methods of burden distribution. It should be borne in
mind that for the most part standard burden rates used to distribute burden to the cost of a product, include pattern, tool and
drawing expenses as part of their component items. In figuring
the cost of special items, it is well to deduct from the standard
burden rate, that part which is represented by the contribution to
the total expense of the expense of the pattern, tool and drawing
departments. The cost of patterns, tools and drawings are being
added in as separate items and to use the standard burden rates
would penalize the job to what may be a considerable extent.
A specific case is being illustrated on Exhibits i to 4. This
case is where a customer asked for the cost of a modified pocket
test thermometer. It differed from the standard in that the glass
tube of the thermometer was to be protected by a pointed steel
tube or guard cut away to show the graduations on the thermometer itself. The case was not an involved one, or a job requiring much change from a standard product. I have selected
it as being a complete illustration of the principles discussed in
this paper and yet being short enough to be readily grasped.
Describing them very briefly, these exhibits are as follows:
The original copy of the cost report as prepared by the sales department and submitted to the cost department. It is completed
in the cost department and returned to the sales department after
approval by the works manager. From there the quotation is sent
to the customer and the form filed under the type of instrument.
In this manner similar requests which may later be received in the
sales department may readily be priced without a duplication of
effort already made. Of course, after an elapse of time, should
customers require quotations on the same item, it should be reviewed by the cost department in order that the cost may be brought
up to date. Perhaps the price quoted the customer did not result
in obtaining the order. A second request should be returned to
the cost department with a view toward analysis to reduce the
cost. The quotation to the customer is cross - indexed with the
cost report number. When the order is received, the number is
entered upon the order, and the planning department is thus in-
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formed that the engineering has been partly or completely worked
out.
IA—The duplicate copy of the cost report upon the reverse
side of which the planning department notes the engineering details of the proposition. This form is not illustrated.
2 —The reverse side of the planning department copy.
2A —The triplicate copy of the cost report which is the cost
department copy. On the reverse side of this a summary of the
cost is made. This form is not illustrated.
3 —The reverse side of the cost department copy.
The cost department file is maintained by cost report number.
This is indexed by a file in which the cost report is listed under
the type number of the instrument. In the event a type number
cannot be applied, it is indexed under the customer's name as a
specialty in the particular section of the product to which it belongs.
The planning department copy together with detailed cost of
parts is filed so as to be accessible both to the planning department and to the Cost Department.
4 —This is a sheet showing the detailed costs of such parts as
vary from standard parts. On it has been placed an estimated
cost for the labor involved in the making of the parts. While the
figures for only one part are illustrated, similar forms would be
used for the other parts needed. These sheets are of thin paper
which may be blueprinted. At the time the order is received the
blueprinted copies of these are sent into the shop and are used as
a standard of an expected performance. If they are found to be
close enough they become the actual piece rates. If not, they are
corrected.
The estimated cost of patterns, tools and drawings are also
used as expected standards of performance. While, of course,
they will not always be accurate, yet they do help to keep the cost
within the limit on which the selling price has been set.
After the completion of the order, the job is analyzed in the
cost department. The cost department copy is revised to actual
performance figures and the sales department is advised, should
the variance be large enough to warrant a change in the basis of
pricing.
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We have found this system to be beneficial. It provides for
the planning of the product to be done before the order is received.
This may seem at first to be a waste of effort. In the final analysis,
however, no sound pricing can be effected unless this is done. Quotations cannot be wisely made unless the exact picture of what is
to be done is drawn in advance. This is true of simple products.
The danger of a hit -and -miss method in quoting on complex products is very apparent. By using this method we are able to tie
up an estimate with performance.
Sales departments are always suspicious of figures with which
the cost department supplies them. They almost feel that the cost
department has conspired against them to prevent them from doing
business. We know, of course, that such is far from being so.
The cost department is as much interested in the securing of business as they. A sales department which understands the working
of an estimating system such as I have detailed, appreciates that
the figures given to them are as near to being correct as is possible.
The cost department will not be called upon to be a historian of
something which has already happened. They will not prepare
sad stories of orders taken at losses because it was not known
in advance what could be done. They will picture what can be
done and later compare it with what was done. The result will
usually be more gratifying.
As with all methods and systems, a detailed set of instructions
as to the use of the forms are prepared and given to all persons
concerned, that they may understand the functioning of the method.
Likewise, responsibilities are laid down, and lastly, since with all
quotations time is an important element, a slip is sent along with
the report as it progresses from department to department showing
the time received and the time at which it was forwarded to the
succeeding department.
At least one industry has a uniform system of estimating. Such
an ideal should be applied to all industries. It would undoubtedly
result in a better price structure. Such development is for the
future, but it is mentioned here as the ultimate possibility of this
subject of estimating.
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